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The PRINCE2 Agile guide supports a new qualification
which is being offered as an extension for those who
already hold a PRINCE2 Practitioner qualification.
PRINCE2 Agile is the most up-to-date and relevant view
of agile project management methodologies and the only
framework covering a wide range of agile concepts,
including SCRUM, Kanban and Lean Startup. Key
features: PRINCE2 Agile provides guidance on tailoring
PRINCE2 in an agile context and covers: How to tailor
the integrated set of PRINCE2 principles, themes and
processes How to produce the PRINCE2 management
products How to map the common agile roles to the
PRINCE2 project management team structure How to
incorporate the fundamental agile behaviours, concepts
and techniques into PRINCE2 The strength of PRINCE2
lies in the areas of project direction and project
management.
Create your own schedule, maximize your leisure time,
and work less while making more by following the
revolutionary—yet realistic—four-day work week outlined in
this groundbreaking book. In Thursday is the New
Friday, author Joe Sanok offers the exercises, tools, and
training that have helped thousands of
professionals—from authors and scholars to business
leaders and innovators—create the schedule they want,
resulting in less work, greater income, and more time for
what they most desire. Outlining the exact same
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strategies Joe used to go from working 60-hour weeks in
the beginning of his career to now working 4 or less days
a week, Thursday is the New Friday will help you:
Understand how you too can apply these principles and
customize them for your own situation to be more
productive at work while enjoying more leisure time.
Discard unnecessary tasks and learn efficiencies that
would not have been discovered otherwise. Find
inspiration in the stories and testimonials from Joe’s
clients and colleagues who have implemented his
methodology into their own work lives with incredible
results. Understand the psychological research behind
the principles of the four-day workweek and why we are
actually more productive with one less workday. Most
importantly, Thursday is the New Friday empowers you
with a practical, evidence-based methodology to create
your own work schedule and dedicate more of your
precious personal time to pursuing your hobbies and
spending time with your family and friends.
This book constitutes revised selected papers from the
8th Brazilian Workshop on Agile Methods, WBMA 2017,
held in Belém, Brazil, in September 2017. The 10 full and
2 short papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 19 submissions. The papers
present empirical studies on agile values and principles;
agile practices; agile adoption; agile testing and quality;
metrics; conceptual studies; cultural aspects on agile
business; organizational transformation and future
trends.
The rules and practices for Scrum—a simple process for
managing complex projects—are few, straightforward,
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and easy to learn. But Scrum’s simplicity itself—its lack of
prescription—can be disarming, and new practitioners
often find themselves reverting to old project
management habits and tools and yielding lesser results.
In this illuminating series of case studies, Scrum cocreator and evangelist Ken Schwaber identifies the realworld lessons—the successes and failures—culled from
his years of experience coaching companies in agile
project management. Through them, you’ll understand
how to use Scrum to solve complex problems and drive
better results—delivering more valuable software faster.
Gain the foundation in Scrum theory—and practice—you
need to: Rein in even the most complex, unwieldy
projects Effectively manage unknown or changing
product requirements Simplify the chain of command
with self-managing development teams Receive clearer
specifications—and feedback—from customers Greatly
reduce project planning time and required tools
Build—and release—products in 30-day cycles so clients
get deliverables earlier Avoid missteps by regularly
inspecting, reporting on, and fine-tuning projects Support
multiple teams working on a large-scale project from
many geographic locations Maximize return on
investment!
This publication explores the differences between
PRINCE2 and DSDM, the most established and
internationally recognised project management
approaches, as well as discussing where they overlap
and how they can be integrated. It shows how users can
combine the strength of both approaches so that they
complement each other and create a new, best of breed
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framework suitable for all project environments.
DSDM is about people, not tools. It is about truly
understanding the needs of a business, delivering
software solutions that work and delivering them as
quickly and as cheaply as possible. The Dynamic
Systems Development Method provides a framework of
controls and best practice for Rapid Application
Development. It was created by a consortium of
organisations and it has been proved, since its
publication in January 1995, to be extremely effective in
delivering maintainable systems which match the needs
of the business better than those produced using
traditional lifecycles. This book, commissioned by the
DSDM Consortium and written by the chairman of the
Technical Committee which developed the method,
explores the day-to-day realities of implementing the
method. It is a practitionerIs guide, dealing with issues
such as how to get people from different disciplines to
work together as a team, how to gain commitment and
how to manage projects within normal business
constraints. In this book you will find: practical guidelines
on the implementation of key elements of the method
such as "timeboxes" and the MOSCOW Rules clear
recommendations for the roles and responsibilities of the
members of the development team advice on which type
of application is most likely to benefit from the method
eight lengthy case studies by well-known companies,
providing a benchmark against which to assess the
suitability of candidate projects numerous examples and
anecdotes, enabling the reader to benefit from the
authorIs experience putting the method into practice Do
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you want to cut the development time and increase the
fitness-for-use of screen based businessapplications, by
orders of magnitude? This book will enable those in
organisations which develop or purchase tailored IT
systems, to gain a clear understanding of the benefits of
the incremental and iterative approach embodied in the
DSDM. 0201178893B04062001
Introduces a realistic approach to leading, managing,
and growing your Agile team or organization. Written for
current managers and developers moving into
management, Appelo shares insights that are grounded
in modern complex systems theory, reflecting the intense
complexity of modern software development.
Recognizes that today's organizations are living,
networked systems; that you can't simply let them run
themselves; and that management is primarily about
people and relationships. Deepens your understanding
of how organizations and Agile teams work, and gives
you tools to solve your own problems. Identifies the most
valuable elements of Agile management, and helps you
improve each of them.
For trainers free additional material of this book is
available. This can be found under the "Training
Material" tab. Log in with your trainer account to access
the material.This book explains the Business
Transformation Framework, BTF Version 2016, a
structural approach based on best practice. It is a
practical approach that helps organizations to design,
develop, plan and govern organizational change.
Obviously developing a solid and widely supported
Change plan is the first step towards a successful
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organizational change! Simply said: BTF helps to get
control over organizational change! In the BTF
coherence and collaboration are essential. The BTF
approach imposes the establishing of coherence
between organizational setting, strategy, and business
transformation portfolio as well as between the four
different aspects of running the business: Customer
Treatment & Channels, Processes & organizational
culture, Information & applications and IT infrastructure &
facilities. This is a complex process. The BTF
methodology helps to make this a manageable process
by following a structured and step-by-step
approach.Establishing coherence is possible when all
divisions in the organizations work together . .Coherence
can only be achieved when all levels in the organization
and all divisions and employees work closely together.
The methodology aims at making change tactile and
concrete, so that all stakeholders can be committed and
contribute. In the BTF the design and development go
hand in hand. That is so, because people are willing to
change, but do not like to get a change imposed upon
themselves! This book is the official manual of the
Business Transformation Framework, BTF Version 2016.
Primary target groups are: managers and professionals
in the information-intensive firms and industries that are
confronted with organizational change. The BTF has
already been put into use by: operations managers,
CIOs, information managers, portfolio managers, change
managers, programme managers and consultants.
This book explores various aspects of data engineering and
information processing. In this second volume, the authors
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assess the challenges and opportunities involved in doing
business with information. Their contributions on business
information processing and management reflect diverse
viewpoints – not only technological, but also business and
social. As the global marketplace grows more and more
complex due to the increasing availability of data, the
information business is steadily gaining popularity and has a
huge impact on modern society. Thus, there is a growing
need for consensus on how business information can be
created, accessed, used and managed.
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 15th
International Conference on Agile Software Development, XP
2014, held in Rome, Italy, in May 2014. Because of the wide
application of agile approaches in industry, the need for
collaboration between academics and practitioners has
increased in order to develop the body of knowledge
available to support managers, system engineers, and
software engineers in their managerial/economic and
architectural/project/technical decisions. Year after year, the
XP conference has facilitated such improvements and
provided evidence on the advantages of agile methodologies
by examining the latest theories, practical applications, and
implications of agile and lean methods. The 15 full papers,
seven short papers, and four experience reports accepted for
XP 2014 were selected from 59 submissions and are
organized in sections on: agile development, agile challenges
and contracting, lessons learned and agile maturity, how to
evolve software engineering teaching, methods and metrics,
and lean development.
This text explains the principles of IT-related project
management, includingproject planning, monitoring and
control, change management, risk management, and
communication between project stakeholders.
This pocket guide to Scrum is the one book for everyone who
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wants to learn or re-learn about Scrum. The book describes
the framework as it was designed and intended, with a strong
focus on the purpose to the rules and adding an historical
perspective to Scrum and the Agile movement. As the
balance of society keeps shifting from industrial labor to
digital work, complexity and unpredictability keep increasing.
The need for agility through Scrum increases equally, in and
beyond software and product development. This 3rd edition
of Scrum - A Pocket Guide, while introducing some changes
in terminology, more than ever offers the clarity and insights
on Scrum that many organizations need, more than ever. It
will help people and their organizations properly shape their
Scrum, regardless of their domain or business. Scrum – A
Pocket Guide is an extraordinarily competent book. It flows
with insight, understanding, and perception. This should be
the de facto standard handout for all looking for a complete,
yet clear overview of Scrum without being bothered by
irrelevancies. (Ken Schwaber, Scrum co-creator) The author,
Gunther Verheyen, is a seasoned Scrum practitioner (2003).
He has been employing Scrum since 2003. He was partner to
Ken Schwaber and Director of the Professional Scrum series
at Scrum.org. He is the founder of Ullizee-Inc and engages
with people and organizations as an independent Scrum
Caretaker on a journey of humanizing the workplace with
Scrum.
Shows you what it takes to develop products that blow your
users away—and take market share from your competitors.
This book will explain how the principles behind agile product
development help designers, developers, architects, and
product managers create awesome products; and how to look
beyond a shiny user interface to build a great product. Most
importantly, this book will give you a shared framework for
your product development team to collaborate effectively.
Product development involves several key activities—including
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ideation, discovery, design, development, and delivery—and
yet too many companies and innovators focus on just a few of
them much to the detriment of the product’s success in the
marketplace. As a result we still continue to see high failure
rates in new product development, be it inside organizations
or startups. Unfortunately, or rather fortunately, these failures
are largely avoidable. In the last fifteen years, advances in
agile software development, lean product development,
human-centered design, design thinking, lean startups and
product delivery have helped improve individual aspects of
product development. However, not enough guidance has
been available to integrate them in the context of the product
development life cycle. Until now. Product developer
extraordinaire Tathagat Varma in Agile Product Development
integrates individual knowledge areas into a fiel d manual for
product developers. Organized in the way an idea
germinates, sprouts, and grows, the book synthesizes the
body of knowledge in a pragmatic way that is more natural to
the entire product creation process rather than from individual
practices that constitute it. In today’s hyper-innovative world,
being first to the market, or delivering feature-loaded
products, or even offering the latest technology doesn’t
guarantee success anymore. Sure, those elements are all
needed in the right measures, but they are not sufficient by
themselves. And getting it right couldn’t be more important:
Building products that deliver awesome user experiences is
the top challenge facing businesses today, especially in a
post-Apple world where user experience and design has
been elevated to a cult status.
Flex your project management muscle Agile project
management is a fast and flexible approach to managing all
projects, not just software development. By learning the
principles and techniques in this book, you'll be able to create
a product roadmap, schedule projects, and prepare for
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product launches with the ease of Agile software developers.
You'll discover how to manage scope, time, and cost, as well
as team dynamics, quality, and risk of every project. As
mobile and web technologies continue to evolve rapidly, there
is added pressure to develop and implement software
projects in weeks instead of months—and Agile Project
Management For Dummies can help you do just that.
Providing a simple, step-by-step guide to Agile project
management approaches, tools, and techniques, it shows
product and project managers how to complete and
implement projects more quickly than ever. Complete projects
in weeks instead of months Reduce risk and leverage core
benefits for projects Turn Agile theory into practice for all
industries Effectively create an Agile environment Get ready
to grasp and apply Agile principles for faster, more accurate
development.
Understanding Project Management takes an applied
approach to the study of project management, carefully
balancing reflective practice and methodology necessary for
successful deployment of tools and techniques in the real
world. Including plenty of practical examples as well as
contemporary real-world case studies, it takes a unique
approach to the study of project management with an
emphasis on international aspects and dilemmas that are
increasingly common in the contemporary world. With a host
of features to encourage reflection and reinforce learning, it is
the ideal complement for independent or classroom study on
a range of business courses. This textbook helps managers
understand project management, develop perspectives in
application, and, through reflection, enables them to develop
a project management capability, at an individual,
organization or project level. The content throughout is
guided by practice, making this an essential read for anyone
wishing to make a success of the project management role.
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This book is for travel writers and bloggers studying to
develop their professional and creative practice at university.
It is aimed at the level of final year undergraduate and
Masters level, for example, MA and MFA in creative
nonfiction. Much of the work in developing this book has been
drawn from my teaching and research supervision on the
Masters programme for travel writers at the University of
Plymouth, the ResM in Travel Writing. Alongside developing
your growth and confidence as a literary travel writer it
provides an approach that forms the framework for a research
project suitable for a postgraduate thesis. For your career,
where writing commissions are sought, it will help you to
professionalise your practice so that each new project is
productive from an earlier stage

Testing IT provides a complete, off-the-shelf
software testing process framework for any testing
practitioner who is looking to research, implement,
roll out, adopt, and maintain a software testing
process. It covers all aspects of testing for software
developed or modified in-house, modified or
extended legacy systems, and software developed
by a third party. Software professionals can
customize the framework to match the testing
requirements of any organization, and six real-world
testing case studies are provided to show how other
organizations have done this. Packed with a series
of real-world case studies, the book also provides a
comprehensive set of downloadable testing
document templates, proformas, and checklists to
support the process of customizing. This new edition
demonstrates the role and use of agile testing best
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practices and includes a specific agile case study.
An all-inclusive, self-study guide for the PMI's Project
Management Professional (PMP) certification exam,
this kit provides all the information project managers
need to thoroughly prepare for the test. It contains
the book The PMP Exam: How to Pass on Your First
Try; hundreds of flash cards to help with
memorization of key points; a laminated quick
reference guide; a six-month online subscription to
the PMP course in InSite (the top PMP e-learning
site); and five audio CDs featuring experts Andy
Crowe, Bill Yates, and Louis Alderman discussing
the main points and concepts for the exam. The
included learning materials cover all the processes,
inputs, tools, and outputs that will be tested, along
with insider secrets, test tricks and tips, hundreds of
sample questions, and exercises designed to
strengthen mastery of key concepts to help you pass
the exam with confidence.
VeriSM: Unwrapped and Applied, the second volume
within the VeriSM series, extends the information in
the first volume VeriSM: A Service Management
Approach for the Digital Age. It shows how VeriSM
applies to the digitally transforming organization.
This includes information around what digital
transformation is, approaches to digital
transformation and its implications for the entire
organization, especially the people. The book
explains how to use the VeriSM model, describing
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the steps to develop, maintain and use the
Management Mesh to deliver a new or changed
product or service. Within this content, a case study
is used to illustrate how to apply the model for each
stage and to show the expected outcomes.
Implications for the entire organization are stressed
throughout the entire volume, reinforcing the
concepts of enterprise strategy tying together the
organizational capabilities to produce consumerfocused products and services. The second part of
the book also includes a wealth of case studies,
stories and interviews from organizations and
individuals who have a digital transformation journey
to share. VeriSM early adopters from around the
world provide more information about how they are
applying the guidance.
If stakeholders matter on projects, then they must
make a difference to the way we plan, structure, and
execute projects. This book provides a stakeholdercentric analysis of projects, and explains which
engagement models are relevant to different types of
projects—from simple office moves to IT enterprise
changes, to transformational change of a business,
and to complex social development. With case
studies from around the world, the book illustrates
what goes wrong when stakeholders are not
engaged successfully, what amazing things happen
when they are, and what lessons can be learned
from both experiences. Cases drawn from a variety
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of contexts are used to demonstrate the application
of stakeholder tools, leaving the reader with a very
practical understanding of which techniques may be
beneficially applied to their own projects. Key models
introduced include the following: • The stakeholderneutral to stakeholder-led project continuum • Rolebased and agenda-based stakeholders • Purposeful
communication—the 6-why model for communication
• Power and influence in projects • The six principles
of stakeholder engagement. This book is intended
for project managers and those project staff involved
in the engagement of stakeholders to deliver
successful project outcomes.
Many organizations profit hugely by utilizing a
Project Management Office (PMO); it means they
achieve benefits from standardizing and following
project management policies, processes, and
methods. However, building an effective PMO is a
complex process; it requires clear vision and strong
leadership so that, over time, it will become the
source for guidance, documentation, and metrics
related to the practices involved in managing and
implementing projects. Leading Successful PMOs
will guide all project based organizations, and project
managers who contribute to and benefit from a
PMO, towards maximizing their project success. In it,
Peter Taylor outlines the basics of setting up a PMO
and clearly explains how to ensure it will do exactly
what you need it to do - the right things, in the right
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way, in the right order, with the right team.
The Principles of Project Management lays out clear
steps that anyone can follow to get projects done
right, and delivered on time. This full color book
covers: Why Project Management is important The 6
fundamental truths of project management Getting
started: Discovering, Initiating, Planning and
Resourcing a project Getting the Job Done:
Executing and controlling Keeping it Smooth:
Communication, collaboration and managing change
Following through: Ongoing support and
maintenance, measuring operational success
Resources: Review of various tools, recommended
reading, professional resources for project
management Short, and to the point, this book aims
to do to provide a solid foundation for anyone who
finds themselves responsible for executing projects.
From the Back Cover Every project you manage will
be unique. Scope, budgets, team dynamics, and
timeframes will differ. As a project manager, the
most important factor in achieving project success
will be your understanding of The Principles Of
Project Management. This book will show you that
project management isn't rocket science: using the
information contained in this book, you'll deliver
projects on time and on budget, again and again.
With The Principles Of Project Management you'll:
Learn how to start every project on the right foot.
Master the planning, execution, and control of your
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projects. Discover the secrets of effective
communication and change management. Identify
project warning signals and learn to keep your
projects on track. Understand the benefits of using
the right tools, resources, and people. Learn how to
give a superstar project handover. And much, much
more
This book examines agile approaches from a
management perspective by focusing on matters of
strategy, implementation, organization and people. It
examines the turbulence of the marketplace and
business environment in order to identify what role
agile management has to play in coping with such
change and uncertainty. Based on observations,
personal experience and extensive research, it
clearly identifies the fabric of the agile organization,
helping managers to become agile leaders in an
uncertain world. The book opens with a broad survey
of agile strategies, comparing and contrasting some
of the major methodologies selected on the basis of
where they lie on a continuum of ceremony and
formality, ranging from the minimalist techniquedriven and software engineering focused XP, to the
pragmatic product-project paradigm that is Scrum
and its scaled counterpart SAFe®, to the
comparatively project-centric DSDM. Subsequently,
the core of the book focuses on DSDM, owing to the
method’s comprehensive elaboration of program
and project management practices. This work will
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chiefly be of interest to all those with decisionmaking authority within their organizations (e.g.,
senior managers, line managers, program, project
and risk managers) and for whom topics such as
strategy, finance, quality, governance and risk
management constitute a daily aspect of their work.
It will, however, also be of interest to those readers
in advanced management or business administration
courses (e.g., MBA, MSc), who wish to engage in
the management of agile organizations and thus
need to adapt their skills and knowledge accordingly.
Projects are inherently risky, since they involve some
level of uncertainty, doing something new in the
target environment, but the percentage of projects
seen as a success is still disappointingly low,
especially for IT projects. The ‘Iron Triangle’ of
time/cost/quality suggests that all three aspects are
equal, but with quantitative methods for monitoring
project performance, the focus is primarily on
managing cost and time. This book seeks to redress
the balance, explaining the rationale and benefits of
focusing more on quality (fitness for purpose and
conformance to requirements) before detailing a
range of tools and techniques to support rebalancing
the management of projects, programmes and
portfolios. It shows how managing project quality
actively can reduce costs through minimising
wastage, and reduce delays through avoiding
rework, leading to improved project success rates
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and customer satisfaction.
The failure effectively to sustain IT systems and
react to change - due to the huge investments that
organisations make in these systems - is likely to
impact on an organisation's bottom line. This means
that an ad hoc approach to IT Service management
is not an option. It is vital to focus on business value,
good ROI, speed to market, and delivery of solutions
in response to change. Agile approaches mean an
incremental method to change, early delivery of
business value, and collaborative work towards
change. Understanding and employing ITIL,
PRINCE2, and DSDM together can provide the
potential for a well run infrastructure which is
responsive to change and will not halt progress. This
publication offers practical guidance on how to
deliver an IT Service by employing ITIL, PRINCE2,
and DSDM Atern together and provides an overview
of all three approaches, and describes the benefits
of each. It also describes the issues that arise from
implementing ITIL, the structure and content of
PRINCE2, the breadth of DSDM and how they fit
together, where the common areas sit, and where
the specialities for each exist.
The Elements of Agile and Scrum in a Nutshell
Whether you’re new to agile software development
or considering Scrum for general project
management, Scrum Basics compiles all of the
essentials into one handy little guide. Learn how
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agile teams use Scrum, with: • A simple summary of
agile project management basics like the Agile
Manifesto and 12 Agile Principles • A concise
overview of Scrum roles, artifacts, and activities • A
well-organized breakdown of Scrum practices with
helpful illustrations and advice • A troubleshooting
FAQ and 5 case studies to help you visualize Scrum
in action
This book explains the management aspects of
DevOps for those who are professionally engaged in
information and technology management. It is written
for IT specialists, IT managers and IT executives. It
does not show DevOps as a phenomenon
associated with new automation tools, programming
techniques or technologies; It differs from other
books by the structural nature of the narrative
(perhaps, excessively structured) approach and by
the attempt to cover fully the phenomenon of
DevOps at a basic, fundamental level. By this
approach, this book not only creates awareness of
the new subject area but is also helps building the
basics. The reader learns about the origins of
DevOps, the inevitability of its emergence, the key
prerequisites and their reflection in practices, about
the practices themselves and the principles on which
they are based. This book is the core literature of the
EXIN DevOps Foundation certification. This exam
tests the understanding of basic DevOps concepts
and how they relate to each other, as well as the
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value of DevOps for the business. EXIN DevOps
Foundation is the first level of the EXIN DevOps
certification program. The EXIN DevOps
Professional certification tests the knowledge of
DevOps practices and how to integrate teams. The
EXIN DevOps Master certification is about promoting
organizational change and leading the way towards
continuous delivery and improvement.
In Large-Scale Scrum , Craig Larman and Bas
Vodde offer the most direct, concise, actionable
guide to reaping the full benefits of agile in
distributed, global enterprises. Larman and Vodde
have distilled their immense experience helping
geographically distributed development
organizations move to agile. Going beyond their
previous books, they offer today's fastest, most
focused guidance: "brass tacks" advice and fieldproven best practices for achieving value fast, and
achieving even more value as you move forward.
Targeted to enterprise project participants and
stakeholders, Large-Scale Scrum offers straight-tothe-point insights for scaling Scrum across the entire
project lifecycle, from sprint planning to
retrospective. Larman and Vodde help you:
Implement proven Scrum frameworks for large-scale
developments Scale requirements, planning, and
product management Scale design and architecture
Effectively manage defects and interruptions
Integrate Scrum into multisite and offshore projects
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Choose the right adoption strategies and
organizational designs This will be the go-to
resource for enterprise stakeholders at all levels:
everyone who wants to maximize the value of Scrum
in large, complex projects.
Take These Six Steps to Reach Your Project
Management and Leadership Goals! Starting with an
insightful self-assessment, The Project Management
Coaching Workbook: Six Steps to Unleashing Your
Potential offers tools, questions, reviews, guiding
practices, and exercises that will help you build your
roadmap to project management and leadership
success. Based on her experience as a coach and
mentor, Susanne Madsen offers a proven six-step
method designed to help you understand and
articulate what you want to achieve—and then assist
you in achieving those goals. This workbook will help
project managers at any level overcome some of the
most common challenges they face by: • Effectively
managing a demanding workload • Leading and
motivating a team • Building effective relationships
with senior stakeholders • Managing risks, issues,
and changes to scope • Delegating effectively
Prepare for the Project Management Institute’s
(PMI®) Agile Certified Practitioner (ACP®) exam.
Augment your professional experience with the
necessary knowledge of the skills, tools, and
techniques that are required for passing the
examination. This is a comprehensive and one-stop
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guide with 100% coverage of the exam topics
detailed in the PMI-ACP® Exam content outline.
Rehearse and test your knowledge and
understanding of the subject using the practice
quizzes after each chapter, three full-length mock
exams, and practical tips and advice. You will be
able to understand the Agile manifesto, its principles
and many facets of Agile project management such
as planning, prioritization, estimation, releases,
retrospectives, risk management, and continuous
improvement. The book covers Agile metrics and
means of demonstrating progress. People
management aspects such as behavioral traits,
servant leadership, negotiation, conflict
management, team building, and Agile coaching are
explained. Whether you are a beginner or a
seasoned practitioner, this book also serves as a
practical reference for key concepts in Agile and
Agile methodologies such as Scrum, XP, Lean, and
Kanban. What you will learn: •The necessary
knowledge of the skills, tools, and techniques that
are required for passing the PMI-ACP
examination•To understand the scope and
objectives of the PMI-ACP exam, and gain
confidence by taking practice quizzes provided in
each chapter and three full-length mock exams•To
gain exposure to Agile methodologies such as
Scrum, XP, Lean, and Kanban plus various tools and
techniques required to conduct Agile projects•The
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focus is to "Be Agile", rather than "Do Agile" Who
this book is for: The audience for this book primarily
includes IT professionals who wish to prepare for
and pass the Agile Certified Professional (ACP)
exam from the Project Management Institute (PMI).
The book also is a practical reference book for Agile
Practioners. /div
Many organizations start their Agile journey without a
good (or any) coverage of the Agile Manifesto's
Values and Principles. As a result, when Agile
practices seem difficult to implement, this limited
understanding often prevents choosing alternatives
consistent with an agile mindset. Agile ideas are
simple but not necessarily easy. This book explores
each value and principle, suggesting possible
practices to help make it easier to implement
practice options and alternatives. Scott Duncan has
47 years in software including book sales and
distribution, state government, mainframe database
and natural language query products, telecom, credit
card transaction processing, and banking. Most
recently he was worldwide enterprise coach/trainer
for 144 Scrum teams developing software to design,
build and operate power and processing plants, oil
platforms, and ships. Currently, he coaches as well
as conducts ICAgile certified training.
Note: This pocket book is available in several
languages: English, German, French, Dutch.This
Pocket Guide supplies a summary of the PRINCE2
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method, to provide a quick introduction as well as a
structured overview of the method;Main target Group
for this pocket guide is anyone who wants to get to
know the method PRINCE2 or a methodical
approach for project management. The book is also
very useful for members of a project management
team on a project using the PRINCE2 method.
Furthermore this pocket guide can be used as
literature for the preparation of the PRINCE2 2009
Edition Foundation exam;This pocket guide is based
on PRINCE2 2009 Edition;This pocket book deals
with processes, themes and principles within project
management and PRINCE2.Tailoring PRINCE2
explains how to fit the PRINCE2 method onto the
specific project circumstances;A complete but
concise description of PRINCE2 2009 Edition, for
anyone involved in projects or project
management.Available in English, Dutch and
French.
Governments on both sides of the Atlantic have
committed to introducing agile change management
for faster results with cheaper implementation at
lower risk. The first hands-on guide is designed to
help public sector leaders reap the rewards of agile
methods, based on the latest national and
international research.
Adopting an Agile approach can revolutionize the
way business analysts work. It enables clearer vision
and success measure definitions, better stakeholder
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engagement and a greater understanding of
customer needs, amongst other benefits. This book
provides a comprehensive introduction to Agile
methodologies and explains these in the context of
business analysis. It is ideal for business analysts
wanting to learn Agile practices, working in an Agile
environment, or undertaking Agile certifications.
This book presents Traditional, Agile, and Hybrid
project management frameworks and
complementary tools in authoritative and accessible
prose that every professional project manager (PM)
needs to know. It combines the information needed
to pass the PMI-ACP and Certified Scrum
Professional certification exams. It includes loads of
practical samples, tips, tricks and techniques. This
books is a single source for everything practitioners
and students need.
This work is the definitive guide for IT managers and
agile practitioners. It elucidates the principles of agile
risk management and how these relate to individual
projects. Explained in clear and concise terms, this
synthesis of project risk management and agile
techniques is illustrated using the major
methodologies such as XP, Scrum and DSDM.
Although the agile community frequently cites risk
management, research suggests that risk is often
narrowly defined and, at best, implicitly treated,
which in turn leads to an inability to make informed
decisions concerning risk and reward and a poor
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understanding of when to engage in risk-related
activities. Moreover, the absence of reference to
enterprise risk management means that project
managers are unable to clearly articulate scope or
tailor their projects in line with the wider expectations
of the organisation. Yet the agile approach, with its
rich toolset of techniques, is very well equipped to
effectively and efficiently deal with the risks that arise
in projects. Alan Moran addresses the above issues
by proposing an agile risk-management process
derived from classical risk management but adapted
to the circumstances of agile projects. Though his
main focus is on the software development process,
much of what he describes could be applied to other
types of IT projects as well. This book is intended for
anyone who is serious about balancing risk and
reward in the pursuit of value for their stakeholders,
and in particular for those directly involved in agile
software development who share a concern for how
risk should be managed. Whilst a thorough
background in risk management is not presumed, a
basic level of familiarity with or exposure to agility is
helpful.
The journey from strategy to operating success
depends on creating an organization that can deliver
the chosen strategy. This book, explaining the
Operating Model Canvas, shows you how to do this.
It teaches you how to define the main work
processes, choose an organization structure,
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develop a high-level blueprint of the IT systems,
decide where to locate and how to lay out floor
plans, set up relationships with suppliers and design
a management system and scorecard with which to
run the new organization. The Operating Model
Canvas helps you to create a target operating model
aligned to your strategy. The book contains more
than 20 examples ranging from large multi-nationals
to government departments to small charities and
from an operating model for a business to an
operating model for a department of five people. The
book describes more than 15 tools, including new
tools such as the value chain map, the organization
model and the high-level IT blueprint. Most
importantly, the book contains two fully worked
examples showing how the tools can be used to
develop a new operating model. This book should be
on the desk of every consultant, every strategist,
every leader of transformation, every functional
business partner, every business or enterprise
architect, every Lean expert or business
improvement champion, in fact everyone who wants
to help their organization be successful. Additional
content can be found on the website for the
Operational Model Canvas:
Www.operatingmodelcanvas.com
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